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Executive Summary
Imagine…
…a smart factory populated by a fleet of mobile autonomous robots that are able to
self-organize and tailor their work on a reconfigurable shop floor bringing about the
industrial revolution of mass customization.
…cyber-physical experiences for brick and mortar retail that predictively personalize
and orchestrate the offline and online aspects of a customer’s journey revolutionizing
the retail experience.
…the next generation of live events and sports media captured in high-definition
volumetric video and 3D audio that seamlessly integrates with massive social gaming
bringing immersive media into the mainstream.
…smart city infrastructure that supports the real-time coordination of first responder
and healthcare services revolutionizing public health and safety.

Thanks to the emergence of the 5G Autonomous Edge, these aspirational use cases are becoming real
possibilities. As 5G, artificial intelligence (AI) and cloud computing technologies continue their rapid
evolution and converge:
•

Intelligence is becoming increasingly ubiquitous

•

The power and elasticity of cloud computing extends from large centralized data centers out
toward the network edge

•

Autonomous digital infrastructures will emerge that massively scale to support new real-time
distributed computing architectures

These transformative features of the 5G Autonomous Edge are essential ingredients for the real-time
intelligent applications that will open up a new frontier of business innovation and industry reinvention.

Imagine… Enterprises will be able to realize learning and adaptability based on a mutualistic blend
of human intellect with intelligent automation. They will be able to invent autonomous products/services
and business capabilities that will take digital transformation to its next incarnation, the autonomous
enterprise.
Businesses innovating on the 5G Autonomous Edge will have access to the untapped deluge of data
at the point it is generated. With thoughtful application of AI processing at the edge and the help of ultralow latency 5G networks, these pioneering organizations will be able to acquire the highly granular view
of their business and achieve the real-time orchestration and control they need to innovate and lead
their industries in the future.
The next stage of business innovation and industry reinvention begins at the 5G Autonomous Edge.
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The 5G Autonomous Edge
In recent years, edge computing has become the topic du jour. While technologists can wax poetic
about how edge computing will change how we build and deploy software applications and digital
services forever, what does it mean for businesses? After all, edge computing has been around for 20
years in the form of CDNs (Content Distribution Networks) which cache web content and media across
the Internet to improve online experiences. Those in the industrial world will remind us that they have
been doing edge computing in plants and factories for ages. So, edge computing is nothing new. Then,
what is everyone getting excited about?
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The excitement about edge computing stems from the rapid
convergence of three transformative technologies: 5G,
cloud computing and artificial intelligence (AI). As these
technologies continue their rapid evolution and intersect, a
new computing model is emerging that will change how we
can architect the next generation of distributed software
applications and cyber-physical systems. We like to call this
new frontier of edge computing the 5G Autonomous Edge.

In principle, the 5G Autonomous Edge is about new
possibilities for where you can place cognition, intelligence
and automated control across the edge thanks to the
Cloud
advent of 5G mobile communications and the continued
advancements in cloud computing technologies. It is also
part of a broader evolution of edge computing from its
Source: neXt Curve
current content and data-oriented character toward one
that is cloud-based and increasingly inclusive of AI compute. As much as cloud computing has changed
the way that we look at IT services and how we develop and deploy applications, 5G Autonomous Edge
will change the way we look at cloud computing, telecommunications and digital transformation.
As industries become more digital, interactions with customers, suppliers and partners are becoming
faster, on-demand and increasingly mobile. Consequently, businesses require faster and more
responsive systems able to deliver real-time digital services, experiences and business capabilities
anytime and anywhere to billions of IoT (Internet of Things) devices that will blanket our world.
The 5G Autonomous Edge will enable the infrastructures that will deliver the near-zero latency and
highly reliable orchestration and control required of safety and mission-critical industrial applications, as
well as novel interactive media and communications services. In many ways, it will serve as a powerful
platform for innovation that harnesses the transformative capabilities of 5G, cloud computing and AI.
To technologists, the 5G Autonomous Edge represents a revolutionary inflection point for edge
computing. For businesses, it’s a new frontier for innovation and business reinvention. It means taking
the leap from being a digital business to becoming an autonomous enterprise by making the
organization a learning and adaptable system. These enterprises will be able to access the untapped
deluge of data at the network edge. With some thoughtfully applied AI processing at the edge, these
pioneering organizations will be able to acquire the highly granular view of their business and the realtime orchestration and optimization needed to be competitive and innovative.
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Click here to go to the download page on the Intel corporate site
for the full version of this neXt Curve research brief.
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About neXt Curve
neXt Curve is a global research advisory firm focused on cross-domain ICT industry and emerging
technology research. Our mission is to inspire the digital future of forward-thinking, innovative organizations
in the public and private sectors. We provide business insights, thought leadership and leadership coaching
to some of the world’s leading companies in the telecommunications, technology and media industries. Our
independent research analysts and consultants partner closely with our clients in developing transformative
strategies to reinvent their businesses, find new markets for their products and services, and address their
most important organizational priorities.
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The information contained in this publication has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. neXt Curve disclaims
all warranties as to the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of such information and shall have no liability for errors,
omissions or inadequacies in such information. This publication consists of the opinions of neXt Curve’s research
organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. The opinions expressed herein are subject to change
without notice. Although neXt Curve research may include a discussion of related legal issues, neXt Curve does not
provide legal advice or services and its research should not be construed or used as such.
This material may not be copied, reproduced, or modified in whole or in part for any purpose except with express written
permission or license from an authorized representative of neXt Curve. In addition to such written permission or license
to copy, reproduce, or modify this document in whole or part, an acknowledgement of the authors of the document and
all applicable portions of the copyright notice must be clearly referenced. All Rights Reserved.
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